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For the first time, cells have been patterned on surfaces through the spatial manipulation of native gene expression. By manipulating the inherent biology of the cell, as opposed to the chemical nature of the surfaces they are attached to, we have created a potentially more flexible way of creating patterns of cells that does not depend on the substrate. This was accomplished by bringing an siRNA that targets the expression of pten under the control of light, by modifying it with photocleavable groups. This pten-targeting siRNA has been previously demonstrated to induce dissociation of cells from surfaces. We modified this siRNA with dimethoxy nitrophenyl ethyl photocleavable groups (DMNPE) to allow the activity of the siRNA, and hence pten knockdown, to be toggled with light. Using this approach we demonstrated light dependent cell dissociation only with a DMNPE modified siRNA that targets pten and not with control siRNAs. In addition we demonstrated the ability to make simple patterns of cells through the application of masks during irradiation.

The patterning of cells is an important technique for the study of a range of phenomenon. It can be used as a tool for tissue engineering, as well as to understand fundamental aspects of cellular behavior and communication. Methods to pattern cells typically rely on some spatial manipulation of the surface upon which cells will be grown. Often, this is directed by light, using the tools of photolithography (masks and photochemistry) to prepare surfaces that will have differential binding to cells. While this has proven to be effective, we were interested in developing methods that were more akin to the way nature actually patterns cells in growing tissues, namely by spatially manipulating the expression of native genes. The potential advantage of such an approach is that it eliminates dependency on the specific substrate the cells are being grown on. This in turn increases the likelihood that the cell pattern created will have more relevance to actual tissues, for example by allowing for three dimensional patterning to be effected.

**Figure 1. Synthesis and characterization of modified siRNAs.**

a) The sequences of both pten targeting siRNA and the control siRNA. b) Reaction scheme, showing DMNPE reacting with the four terminal phosphates in each duplex RNA. c) The HPLC trace of purified, tetra-DMNPE modified pten targeting siRNA. Asterisked peaks were found in the blank injection. d) ESI-MS spectrum of purified tetra-DMNPE modified pten targeting siRNA. Asterisked peaks indicate sodium adducts.
In this work we describe our first efforts to pattern cells by spatially manipulating biology, specifically gene expression. To do this, we have applied a technique developed in our lab, light activated radiation interference (LARI). We and others have found that photocleavable groups can be used with nucleic acids to control gene expression and other phenomena. In LARI, we incorporate four photocleavable groups (typically the dimethoxy-nitro-phenyl ethyl, or DMNPE, group) into the four termini of siRNA or dsRNA. These groups are able to effectively block RNA interference prior to irradiation. Upon irradiation, the groups come off the RNA exposing native siRNA or dsRNA. These are then able to enter the RNA interference pathway, and effect expression reduction. Using LARI we have previously shown that we can create patterns of gene expression in cell monolayers, including detailed patterns and gradients of expression, using appropriate masks and irradiation. In these studies we have used DMNPE and not CD-DMNPE, a derivative of DMNPE that we have previously shown to have an improved expression window observed in LARI based on dsRNA. In early studies, we did not see a significant difference in light initiated cell dissociation when using CD-DMNPE over DMNPE and so used the more conveniently obtained DMNPE for the work described here.

To apply LARI to the patterning of cells, we used a siRNA that targets pten developed by Doi and coworkers. They found that when HeLa and 293T cells were transfected with pten targeting siRNA (pten-siRNA), the cells became rounded and detached from the cell culture surface. The mechanism by which this happened is not completely clear, but it may be related to the induction of malformation of the cytoskeletal architecture. For our purpose of patterning cells this was a good candidate siRNA to be incorporated into the LARI process.

HeLa cells were plated in 24-well cell culture plates at a confluence of 5%. They were then allowed to culture for 24 hours. At that point different experimental and control transfection solutions were added to different wells. These solutions were a) DMNPE modified pten-siRNA, b) unmodified pten-siRNA, c) DMNPE modified control siRNA d) unmodified control siRNA. The control siRNA used was a GFP targeting siRNA with no homology to the pten-siRNA.

siRNAs incorporating four DMNPE groups were synthesized using the remarkable regiospecificity we have previously described, in which diazo-DMNPE preferentially reacts with terminal phosphates in duplex RNA, over internal phosphates or nucleobase sites. Therefore, siRNA synthesized with four terminal phosphates can be reacted with diazo-DMNPE resulting in the incorporation of four DMNPE groups per duplex. Both experimental and control siRNA were reacted thusly, and the resultant tetra-diazo-modified duplexes were purified by HPLC, and characterized by ESI-MS (Fig. 1) (Supplementary Fig. S2 shows the 346 nm chromatogram for DMNPE modified siRNA. Supplementary Figs. S3 and S4 show HPLC traces and ESI-MS respectively for the DMNPE modified control siRNA).

DMNPE modified pten-siRNA was the main experimental focus, as we wanted to see if we could toggle pten associated cell detachment with light. Unmodified pten-siRNA was a positive control for pten associated cell detachment, independent of light. The control siRNAs (with and without DMNPE groups attached) were used to confirm that the detachment was specific to pten, and was not associated with irradiation or DMNPE photolysis products. All conditions used oligopectamine and a nucleic acid concentration of 15.69 nM, although we also examined higher concentrations of siRNA and found them to have modestly higher efficacies (see Supplementary Information: Supporting Method and Supporting figure S1).

After 7.5 hours of transfection, the transfection solutions were removed and replaced with fresh media. The cell culture plate was divided into two regions, and half the wells were irradiated for 10’ with a 360 nm Blak Ray far UV lamp. The media was then replaced, and the cells allowed to culture for five more days at which point the media was changed. The cells were allowed to culture one more day in this fresh media. At the end of this period, the media was again removed and the cells gently washed twice with PBS. Viable cells were visualized using calcein AM. Stained cells were imaged using fluorescence microscopy, and the amount of

Figure 2. Light dependent changes in cell numbers with control and pten targeting siRNA. a) Stitched micrographs of whole wells treated with different siRNA species in the presence (+ right column) and absence (- left column) of light. Cells are stained using calcein AM and visualized by fluorescent microscopy. b) Quantitation of whole well signals. Average of three replicates as well as standard errors indicated.
fluorescent signal was quantitated using Photoshop. The microscope image results are shown in Fig. 2a and the quantified data shown in Fig. 2b.

The fluorescent images are shown in pairs, with irradiated wells to the right, and unirradiated wells to the left. Multiple images of each well were taken and then automergered using Photoshop to show the entire well. These images show that only the DMNPE modified pten targeting siRNA showed a light dependent loss of cells from the cell culture surface. Unmodified pten targeting siRNA showed cell detachment independent of irradiation. We also observed in these samples a “halo” effect, in which cells at the corners of the well remained, even after pten-siRNA treatment. These cells may be more tightly attached to the surface of the well, due to having both well bottom and well side points of attachment. We observe this halo effect with the irradiated DMNPE modified pten-siRNA as well. We varied parameters such as irradiation time and transfection time in an attempt to ameliorate the halo effect, but were unable to eliminate it.

The control siRNA show little or no detachment, with and without DMNPE group modification, which is consistent with pten targeting being crucial for cell detachment. The quantitated results are shown in Fig. 2b. They strongly parallel the images shown in Fig. 2a. Taken together, the data demonstrate a detachment of cells that is triggered by the light activated knockdown of pten expression.

We then examined whether we could generate a simple pattern of cells by using the DMNPE modified pten-siRNA and masked irradiation. We previously have generated patterns of gene expression using LARI and masked irradiation of cultured cells. We generate masks using a laser printed pattern on transparencies, which are then treated with “Magic Dark” to increase the density of the mask. For the patterning experiment, we used three kinds of mask: 1) A completely clear control mask, 2) A completely dark (“100%”) control mask, and 3) an experimental mask with a dark circle with 20% the diameter of the whole well, positioned over the center of the well (Fig. 3).

Masks were printed and positioned on the bottom of the culture plates. Cells were plated, and the experiment proceeded identically to the previous description, with the following key difference: irradiation was performed for 20 min, to compensate for light absorption by the transparency. On the sixth day of culture, the mask was removed from the plate bottom, the cells were stained with calcein AM, and the resulting patterns visualized using a fluorescent microscope. The resultant images are shown in Fig. 3.

In cells treated with DMNPE modified pten-siRNA, and masked with a clear mask, cells were detached (except for the previously described halo effect.) Similarly treated cells with a 100% mask, showed a full well of viable cells, indicating no detachment. This indicates that our masking approach works in the limits. The 20% circular mask showed a circle of cells at the center of the well. Repeat experiments showed a similar pattern (see Supplementary Fig. S5), indicating robust creation of a cell pattern using light activated RNA interference.

We also examined if we could continuously vary the amount of cells remaining attached by varying the amount of irradiation. Cells were treated with DMNPE modified siRNA targeting pten in a manner similar to the previously described studies. Different wells were irradiated for 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 min, allowed to culture for six days and the live cells quantitated with calcein AM. Representative wells as well as the signal versus irradiation time are shown in figure 4. They illustrate the variable removal of cells depending on irradiation time.

![Figure 3. Patterning of cells in monolayers using masks.](image)

![Figure 4. Varying cell density through variation in irradiation time.](image)

**Conclusions**

In this work, we have shown that cells can be patterned, not by spatially manipulating the surfaces upon which they are grown, but rather by spatially manipulating the biology of the cell.
itself, using light activated RNA interference. We believe that this is the first time this approach has been taken on normal cells with unaltered genomes. (Koh and coworkers have also created cell patterns using specifically engineered, light inducible cell lines)\textsuperscript{19}. There are unique strengths and weaknesses of our method over the traditional approaches of the past two decades. One of the challenges of the approach as currently manifested is that it requires a low initial confluence of cells to be effective. The detachment of cells due to knockdown of pten by siRNA is most effective when the transfection of cells takes place at low confluence (personal communication from Doi, confirmed by our lab). This may be due to the lower number of interactions with adjacent cells, which makes more densely packed cells more difficult to detach. The result of this is that after irradiation, knockdown and dissociation of cells, the irradiated portions are truly free of cells, but the unirradiated portions are only seeded with cells, that then need to divide to fill the space completely. It is interesting to note that in the case of the 20% circular mask, the cells do not spread to a large extent beyond the limits of the mask edge. This may reveal something about the influence of neighbor cells on the dynamics of cell division.

The unique advantage of spatially manipulating the biology of the cells as opposed to spatially manipulating the culture surface is that the patterning of cells is no longer tied to the specifics of the substrate, which by their nature are unnatural (e.g. gold surfaces, silica surfaces etc.) This increases the relevance of cell patterning for the construction of complex tissues in three dimensions. Why not simply use high powered irradiation to ablate cells in three dimensions? This will result in a mass of necrotic tissue, which may have a detrimental effect on a growing three dimensional tissue from a mass of necrotizing cells caused by simple ablation.

We are pursuing the shaping of tissues as Nature herself shapes tissues, both through cell division, and through directed, planned, programmed cell removal. Indeed, the spatial control of apoptosis may provide an even more natural way of patterning cells in three dimensions, and may also be amenable to the LARI approach. The spatial manipulation of biology as opposed to surfaces is a useful lens through which to view the problem of shaping patterns of cells and tissues.
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